Empirical modeling, which is a process of developing a mathematical model of a system from experimental data, has attracted many researchers due to its wide applicability. Finding both the structure and appropriate numeric coefficients of the model is a real challenge. Genetic programming (GP) has been applied by many practitioners to solve this problem. However, there are a number of issues which require careful attention while applying GP to empirical modeling problems. We begin with highlighting the importance of these issues including: computational efforts in evolving a model, premature convergence, generalization ability of an evolved model, building hierarchical models, and constant creation techniques. We survey and classify different approaches used by GP researchers to deal with the mentioned issues. We present different performance measures which are useful to report the results of analysis of GP runs. We hope this work would help the reader by facilitating to understand key concepts and practical issues of GP and steering in selection of an appropriate approach to solve a particular issue effectively.
Introduction
Many industrial applications require quick and efficient conversion of multivariate data set into a model (mathematical equation) that can provide an insight into and knowledge about the system which gives rise to the data. Developing a mathematical model of a system from experimental data is known as an empirical modeling. It is difficult to solve the empirical modeling problem using traditional mathematical techniques since it is hard to define the structure of a model manually and a priori. Finding both the structure and the appropriate numeric coefficients of a model at the same time is a challenging problem.
Symbolic regression can be used for finding the best model from a large class of candidates, where candidates are explicit symbolic formulas. Symbolic regression can be performed using genetic programming (GP). The objective of this article is to identify important research issues in field of symbolic regression via GP for solving empirical modeling problems. We also discuss different approaches proposed by researchers to solve these issues. Below, we give a brief introduction to different classes of evolutionary algorithms (EAs), focusing on GP.
EAs are a computing paradigm which apply the theory of natural selection to a population of individuals in order to produce better individuals. In EAs, genotype refers to the shape and the content of an individual whereas phenotype models behavior of an individual. Two significant classes of EAs are: (i) Genetic algorithm (GA) (Holland 1992) and (ii) GP (Koza 1992) . The basic GA (Holland 1992) uses the fixed length binary string representation to code potential solutions of a problem. The solution representation scheme of GA is unsuitable for the empirical modeling problems, since the scheme does not allow the model structure to vary during the evolution. Moreover, it would not be possible to use only a particular region of an individual as a solution.
Standard GP (Koza 1992) represents solution using tree structured, variable length representation. The representation scheme of GP (Koza 1992) is more general than GA as it makes fewer assumptions about the structure of possible solutions. So, GP representation approach is suitable to develop nonlinear models from input-output dataset. Difference between GA and GP resides in the representation of an individual.
Below we present some of the important research issues in the field of empirical modeling using GP.
(a) Improving efficiency of GP algorithm: by reducing the space-time complexity and efforts in evolving a model from the given (training) data. (b) Improving convergence rate of GP algorithm: by finding the optimal models (solutions) faster and preventing premature convergence. (c) Improving generalization ability of the evolved models: by preventing evolution of over-fitted and bloated models (solutions). Simpler models with features of compactness and small number of constants are preferred during the evolution process over complex ones. (d) Improving scalability of GP algorithm: to solve empirical modeling problems of different size (complexity) and type. Complex empirical modeling problems can be solved by building hierarchical models from the known simpler models. (e) Improving efficiency of constant creation methods: to reduce efforts in finding accurate values for constants of a model.
Researchers working in the field of solving the empirical modeling problems using GP, aim to address these issues along with discovery of the quality solution. Different approaches have been discovered by the researchers to address these issues. We present a detail survey of these approaches and classify them according to the issue they try to address or solve. Our goal is to create a road map of existing work to use GP for empirical modeling, which can minimize the start-up efforts needed by beginners to commence research in this domain.
An exhaustive survey on open issues and challenges faced by the researchers and practitioners in field of GP is presented in O'Neill et al. (2010) . A survey on mathematical models (schema theory and Markov chains) of evolutionary search to understand the dynamics of GP and theoretical analysis of GP search spaces is presented in Poli et al. (2010) . Our work differs from others work (O'Neill et al. 2010; Poli et al. 2010 ) in following way: (i) we attempt to provide a classification of various approaches to solve these issues. The classification of the approaches to deal with these issues would help the practitioners to classify the novel contributions (ii) we also present the advantage and limitation of each of these approaches. We also mentioned the partial list of solved problems using each of these approaches (iii) we present the measures used by GP practitioners to quantify four different phenomena (population diversity, bloat, over-fitting, and solution complexity) affecting the performance of GP. This would help GP practitioners to understand and report the dynamics of GP runs (iv) we also discuss the performance measures used by the practitioners to report the results of analysis of GP runs and different factors affecting the performance of GP.
The next section focuses on issue of improving efficiency of GP and classification of different approaches used by the practitioners to solve this issue. Section 3 details the classification of approaches for preventing premature convergence. Issues of bloat and over-fitting are presented in Sect. 4. It also presents measures for bloat and over-fitting, taxonomy of bloat control schemes and classification of approaches to tackle the issues of bloat and over-fitting. Section 5 addresses the issue of scalability and different approaches to improve the scalability of GP. Classification of different constant creation approaches are presented in Sect. 6. Section 7 presents different problem types, performance measures of GP, and factors affecting the performance of GP. Section 8 presents summary and conclusions.
2 Improving efficiency of GP algorithm
One problem with GP is that it requires a large computation time in evolution of models. The required evolution time depends upon the parameters like population size, number of generation, and the size of the dataset used for fitness evaluation. Different approaches used by the researchers to improve the efficiency of GP algorithm can be classified into: (i) partial fitness evaluation, (ii) better solution (individual) representation, (iii) sub-tree caching, and (iv) use of parallel and distributed environments. Fig. 1 presents these approaches.
Better individual representation
The solution search space of real-world symbolic regression problems is extremely huge. Smits and Vladislavleva (2006) suggested following two approaches to ease the navigation within this search space: (i) transform the search space to smoother one and (ii) use heuristic to enhance the search in the given search space. A good solution representation scheme should produce smooth solution search space. In addition, it should fulfill following requirements to improve efficiency of GP: (i) better navigation of solution search space, (ii) requires minimum evaluation time, and (iii) demands less memory for storage.
Standard GP uses tree structure for an individual representation. For tree based representation, the node evaluation function is called recursively to calculate the fitness of an individual. The evaluation function involves following operations which increases the computational overhead (Tokui and Iha 1999) : (i) traversal of nodes using pointers and (ii) parsing of node types. Moreover, each node requires additional memory to store pointer. Instead of a conventional pointer (tree) based representation, linear (in prefix ordering) representation of an individual is proposed by Tokui and Iha (1999) . They applied the linear representation to solve three different types of problems: symbolic regression, time series prediction, and Artificial ant. The linear representation does not require construction and traversal of tree (as in standard GP), but uses stack to decode and evaluate an individual. The linear representation improves performance of GP by minimizing both the fitness evaluation (computational) time and memory requirement to store individuals. The linear representation approach is used for solving the symbolic regression problems in Torres et al. (2002) .
A new linear representation scheme in prefix notation is proposed by P-GEP (Li et al. 2005) . The genotype-phenotype mapping mechanism of P-GEP follows the convention of prefix notation. The major advantage of P-GEP (Li et al. 2005) is that the transformation of a fixedlength string (genotype) representation to a tree (phenotype) is not required for fitness evaluation. Li et al. (2005) used this representation approach to solve a symbolic regression problem and a set of benchmark classification problems (Iris, Zoo, Wine, and Abalone dataset).
The individual representation scheme of GP does not allow multiple genes per individual, where each gene codes for a small sub-expression. Gene Expression Programming (GEP) (Ferreira 2002 ) is a GP variant, in which an individual is composed of more than one gene of equal length. GEP genes are composed of a head and a tail. The head contains symbols that represent both functions and terminals, whereas the tail contains only terminals. In GEP (Ferreira 2002) , individuals (models) are represented as linear strings of fixed length and transformed into expression trees of different size and shape for fitness evaluation. Genetic modification takes place in the linear structure (genotype) of an individual which only later will grow into an expression tree (phenotype). Separation of the genotype and the phenotype permits GEP to explore the entire search space compared to traditional GP. Multi-gene representation adapted by GEP (Ferreira 2002) allows benefits of modular construction of hierarchical structures, evolution of smaller building blocks, and generation of syntactically correct individuals. However, there does not exist a method that can recommend the required number of genes per individual for a particular problem. Maximum number of genes per individual may affect the amount of computer memory required to represent the solution (individual) for the problem. Moreover, finding the optimal size of the head of a gene is an open issue in original GEP. Generally, the user set the gene head size by trial and error in GEP. To overcome this issue, a different approach for generating the initial population of models with variable length using the ramped-half-and-half technique is proposed by Lopes and Weinert (2004) . They tested this approach on five symbolic regression problems (sunspot series, quadratic function, lake erie, pH and power plant) and concluded that use of variable length models reduces the average length of models and helps in minimizing fitness evaluation time (Lopes and Weinert 2004) .
Sub-tree caching
Sub-tree caching mechanism is proposed by Handley (1994) to reduce the fitness evaluation time of the models. Keijzer (2004) introduced two approaches for the sub-tree caching: bottom-up and top-down. The top-down approach promotes caching of large size sub-trees whereas the bottom-up approach promotes caching of small size sub-trees. The cached fitness values of the selected sub-trees of parents are reused while evaluating the generated offspring. Caching of large size sub-trees is more efficient as it causes significant reduction in fitness evaluation time. A drawback of the top-down caching is that due to large size of the cached sub-trees it is less likely that cached sub-trees are matched and used again during the evaluation process. Sub-tree caching mechanism is applied in implementation of the context-aware crossover operator (Majeed and Ryan 2007) . Majeed and Ryan (2007) tested this method on symbolic regression (quartic polynomial) problem and noted that the use of cache improves the performance of GP system by reducing the number of evaluating nodes.
Partial fitness evaluation
While solving real-world symbolic regression problems via GP, the majority of computational efforts is spent on fitness evaluation of all models generated over a number of generations. Generally, the whole training dataset is used to calculate the fitness of every evolved model over a number of generations. Instead of using the whole dataset, Zhang and Cho (1999) suggested an approach to increase the training subset size as the evolution progress for fitness evaluation. The approach is applied on table transport problem, an example of multi-robot application. The goal is to transport the table to the destination using collective motion of multiple robotic agents. Concept of ordinal optimization in Pareto-GP that uses subsets of the given dataset for partial fitness evaluation of models is applied to reduce the computational effort (Smits and Vladislavleva 2006) . Smits and Vladislavleva (2006) applied three different cases for partial fitness evaluations on three types (small size: Kotanchek function, medium size: NoX emission data and large size: Biox purification data) of symbolic regression problems. These cases are: (i) constant subset size, constant population size: to get reasonable quality models with lower computational cost, (ii) increasing subset size, constant population size: to get good-quality models by varying the subset size during GP run, and (iii) increasing subset size, decreasing population size. They concluded from the experimental results that using subset size down to about 40 % of the original dataset size for partial fitness evaluation of models can still produce good-quality models (Smits and Vladislavleva 2006) .
Using parallel and distributed environment
Four models available for parallel and distributed evolutionary computation are (Cantu-Paz 2000): (i) master-slave, (ii) island model (coarse-grained), (iii) fine-grained, and (iv) hierarchical hybrids. In master-slave model, a master node maintains a population and applies genetic operators to the individuals of the population. The master node distributes the individuals of a population to slave nodes for fitness evaluations (Cantu-Paz 2000) . For both island and finegrained models, the whole population is divided into a number of sub-populations, breeding and fitness evaluation of sub-populations are accomplished in isolation on every processing node (Cantu-Paz 2000) . However, the size of sub-population is large for island model compared to finegrained model (sub-population size of only one individual). Island model allows migration of individuals between processing nodes. Fine-grained model is suitable for large-scale parallel (SIMD) computers. Hierarchical hybrid model exploits advantages of both master-slave and island models. Implementation of distributed GP using message passing interface is presented in de Vega et al. (2000) . An island model is used for developing a distributed GP environment (de Vega et al. 2000) . Different migration policies and topology for the island model is discussed in de Vega et al. (2000) . Distributed version of the BEAGLE, an evolutionary computation framework, uses master-slave model and is presented in Gagné et al. (2003) . Selection of topology and migration frequency of individuals affect the performance of distributed GP. Tree based GP is not suitable for the evolution of parallel computational structures such as parallel programs and neural networks (Poli 1996) . The graph representation of programs is compact and efficient than tree-like representations (Poli 1996) . Parallel Distributed Genetic Programming (PDGP) has been developed by Poli (1996) to evolve programs in parallel and distributed environment. Special genetic operators have been designed for PDGP which guarantee the syntactic correctness of the offspring. Table 1 presents a list of approaches for improving efficiency of GP with their advantages and limitations. It also presents the problems solved using each of these approaches.
3 Improving convergence rate of GP algorithm Premature convergence is an open issue in GP. Premature convergence occurs when individuals of a population get stuck into a local optima and no further improvement in fitness is observed in successive generations. Figure 2 presents different approaches used by the research community to overcome the problem of premature convergence and to improve the convergence rate of GP. The approaches are classified into: (i) improving population diversity, (ii) designing efficient crossover operators, (iii) using goodness-of-dimensions as an additional objective along with goodness-of-fit, and (iv) using an archive to store the best solution, found so far.
Improving population diversity
Diversity may be defined as a percentage of structurally or behaviorally distinct individuals within a population at a given generation (Rosca 1995) . A population of GP is diverse if it holds samples from as many regions of the search space as possible.
Different research papers (Majeed and Ryan 2007; Uy et al. 2011 Uy et al. , 2009 Beadle and Johnson 2008; Gustafson et al. 2005; Hengproprohm and Chongstitvatana 2001) have emphasized on maintaining population diversity during the evolutionary process to overcome the problem of premature convergence. Dynamic and multi-objective optimization problems have very large solution search space. Maintaining population diversity is highly important while solving these problems. By maintaining diversity among individuals, population can cover large part of the search space. Following two types of diversity are used for differentiating individuals in GP: (i) structural and (ii) behavioral. Structural diversity is based on difference in structures (genotype) of individuals, whereas behavioral diversity is based on difference in behavior (phenotype) of individuals.
Structural diversity
Structural diversity counts the number of structurally unique individuals (trees) in a population. Structural diversity does not consider the fitness or behavior of an individual. Generally, two trees having identical structure generates similar behavior. Thus, a fall in structural diversity will drop the unique fitness values in a population. Two individuals (trees) are identical or isomorphic only if they contain exactly same structure and content. Graph isomorphism can be employed to tree structures as a structural diversity measure. Finding two individuals identical in structure and content increases the computational overhead. The overhead depends on the size of individuals. Instead of evaluating two trees for graph (total) isomorphism, it is easy and less time consuming to determine if there is a possibility that they are isomorphic. Pseudo-isomorphic diversity (Burke et al. 2004 ) measure transforms each individual into a tuple of \depth, terminals, nonterminals[ . Two matching tuples indicate that individuals (trees) could be isomorphic. The number of unique tuples gives the structural diversity measure of a population. Edit-distance diversity measure is based on measuring the difference between the string edit distances of two individuals (de Jong et al. 2001) . The edit distance between individuals is defined as the cost of shortest sequence of editing operations that transforms one individual to other. The edit distance between every individual in a population and the best fit individual found so far in the run is determined. This value is then divided by the population size. de Jong et al. (2001) used following procedure to find the edit distance between two individuals: two trees are overlapped at the root node. If overlapped nodes are different then it scores 1 otherwise equal nodes scores 0. Total score is calculated by taking the sum of all different nodes. The edit distance is calculated by dividing this sum by the size of the smaller tree. Eshelman and Schaffer (1993) proposed a selection scheme called ''incest prevention'' to improve population diversity in GA. The scheme selects individuals for mating only if the hamming distance between selected individuals is above a certain threshold.
A number of researchers have proposed to measure the structural diversity based on sub-tree distances. Keijzer (1996) proposed sub-tree distance measure between two trees to find number of distinct sub-trees the trees share. Keijzer (1996) also measured population diversity by dividing number of unique trees by population size. Tackett (1994) measured population diversity as a ratio of number of newly generated sub-trees in current generation compared to previous generation over population size. McPhee and Hopper (1999) applied tagging mechanism to measure the genotypic diversity of a population. The mechanism assigns tag to each individual node in initial population. The tag is useful to keep track of survival of nodes from the initial population to end of run.
Use of clustering entropy as a diversity measure to improve the search of GP in a noisy environment is presented in Liu et al. (2007) . The approach use K-means clustering algorithm to classify a population into k fitness classes. The Euclidian distance between individuals is used as a diversity measure. The important characteristic which differentiates this approach from entropy driven approaches is its iterative classification process. Liu et al. (2007) applied the clustering entropy driven approach to solve a noisy quadratic function.
Behavioral diversity
Phenotype diversity counts the number of unique fitness values in a population. Phenotype diversity of a population gives useful estimation of dispersion of fitness values in the solution search space. The number of possible fitness values depends on the problem domain. For example, the fitness space for regression problems is continuous whereas it is discrete for the parity problem.
An entropy measure based on phenotype classes to measure diversity of a population is proposed by Rosca (1995) . The measure plays an important role in avoiding premature convergence. Rosca (1995) used the fitness values of individuals to calculate the entropy of a population. The entropy of a population is calculated by grouping individuals into different partitions P i according to their fitness values and counting the size of each partition. The entropy is calculated as -P P i log 2 P i (Rosca 1995) , where P i is the proportion of the population occupied by the partition i.
A high value of population entropy indicates the presence of individuals having many unique fitness values. The population with a high entropy value have individuals evenly distributed over different fitness values. The entropy of a population can be considered as a variable, representing the state of an entire population at any given time, calculated with little computational overhead. The value of entropy can be used to vary the behavior (exploration or exploitation phases) of GP algorithm.
The search efforts of EA for finding a solution of a problem comprises following two phases: (i) exploration and (ii) exploitation. The exploration phase deal with examining new regions of the search space for finding optimal solution (Liu et al. 2006 ). The exploitation phase deal with exploitation of promising regions of search space found so far. EAs maintain balance between exploration and exploitation phases of search by using the selection mechanism and genetic operators (crossover and mutation). The selection mechanism and crossover operator are used to drive the search process towards the regions of the best individuals. Thus, selection mechanism and crossover are used for the exploitation of individuals (Liu et al. 2006 ). The mutation operator randomly modifies individuals and used to increase the structural diversity of a population. Thus, the mutation operator acts as an exploration operator in the evolutionary process (Liu et al. 2006 ). However, the ratio of exploration/exploitation phases in EAs is implicitly controlled. Population entropy is a useful measure of the diversity of the population and can be used to explicitly control this ratio. By explicitly maintaining good balance between the exploration and the exploitation phases, better solutions can be obtained by avoiding premature convergence of the evolutionary process (Liu et al. 2006 (Liu et al. , 2007 .
Empirical modeling using GP 309 Rosca's (1995) definition of entropy puts each fitness value into a different partition. The problem with this definition is that the entropy remains high while behavioral convergence is observed. Liu et al. (2006) extend Rosca's concept of entropy measurement by introducing three (linear, Gaussian and fitness proportional) different ways for defining the fitness classes (entropy) to control exploration and exploitation phases of the EA. They concluded from the experimental results that linear and Rosca approaches for defining fitness classes are superior to Gaussian and fitness proportional ones for balancing exploration and exploitation phases to improve the population diversity (Liu et al. 2006) .
Diversity Guided Evolutionary Algorithm (DGEA) (Ursem 2002 ) uses a distance-to-average-point measure as a population diversity measure to alternate between exploration and exploitation phases of the evolutionary process. To maintain the population diversity, it uses two threshold values d low and d high . When the population diversity drops below d low , the DGEA uses mutation operator to increase the population diversity until it reaches a value of d high . If the population diversity increases more than the value of d high , DGEA uses crossover operator to start the exploitation phase.
A functional pseudo-isomorphic diversity measure is used to measure the structural diversity of a population in Wyns et al. (2006) . The measure eliminates non-functional code while calculating the structural diversity. Instead of Rosca's measure of entropy which assigns a unique partition to each unique fitness value, an updated entropy measure is proposed that divides the range of possible fitness values among a number of equal sized intervals (Wyns et al. (2006) . Both, pseudo-isomorphic and updated entropy, measures are applied to artificial ant and symbolic regression problems. Wyns et al. (2006) concluded from the experimental results that proposed entropy measures depict an improvement in avoiding premature convergence compared to Rosca's original entropy measure.
A survey on different diversity measures (edit distance, pseudo-isomorphs, genotype, entropy, phenotype) used in GP is presented in Burke et al. (2004) . Burke et al. (2004) applied these measures to standard problem instances (artificial ant, even-5-parity and symbolic regression) to find out correlation between population diversity and the best fitness during different stages of the evolutionary process. They noted that the edit distance diversity measure has a negative correlation, whereas entropy diversity measure has a positive correlation with improved performance of GP. Thus, entropy measure can be used to improve the search process of GP (Burke et al. 2004) .
A multi-objective selection scheme named as ''disassortative mating'' is proposed by Ryan (1994) to evolve minimum size solutions that solve a given problem. The scheme maintains two different lists of individuals during evolution (Ryan 1994) . The individuals in the first list are ranked based on fitness, whereas individuals in the second list are ranked based on sum of the size and weighted fitness. Ryan (1994) noticed that ''disassortative mating'' selection strategy improves convergence speed while evolving better solutions (Ryan 1994) .
Designing efficient crossover operators
Generally, standard sub-tree crossover operator in tree based GP is destructive, producing offspring worse than parents (Majeed and Ryan 2007) . One of the reasons for destructiveness of the crossover operator is inappropriate choice of the crossover points. Standard sub-tree crossover operator has no way to find-out whether the choice of a crossover point is appropriate or not. The operator ignores the context of the swapped sub-trees and generally produces offspring worse than their parents. Because of destructive nature of the operator, the search efficiency of GP gets affected. One approach to enhance the search in solution space is to design an intelligent crossover operator. Uy et al. (2011) classify the approaches for designing an intelligent crossover operator into: (i) crossover based on syntax, (ii) crossover based on semantic, and (iii) crossover based on context.
Crossover based on syntax
Height-fair crossover operator (O'Reilly and Oppacher 1994) calculates heights of all sub-trees of the selected parents. One sub-tree height is randomly selected and the crossover points in both parents are constrained to the selected height. The operator is used to solve two boolean problems: 6-bit and 11-bit multiplexer. Similar-depth dependent crossover (Ito et al. 1998 ) preserves building blocks of solution during crossover operation. The operator assigns high selection probability to the nodes nearer to the root of a tree. The operator is applied to solve artificial ant problem in Ito et al. (1998) .
Two crossover operators, ''Size Fair'' and homologous, are introduced and successfully applied to the boolean problems by Langdon (2000) . These operators generate offspring of the same size as that of their parents. The operators are designed to reduce the bloat and negative effect of crossover operations.
Crossover based on semantic
Beadle and Johnson (2008) used semantic information to guide the crossover operator to improve behavioral (semantic) diversity of a population. They tested the operator on Boolean problems: 6-bit multiplexer and even-5-parity. Semantic equivalence of offspring and parents (represented using boolean trees) are checked by transforming them to Reduced Ordered Binary Decision Diagrams (ROBDD). If any two trees are reduced to the same ROBDD they are semantically equivalent (Beadle and Johnson 2008) . If the offspring produced by the crossover are semantically equivalent to their parents, the offspring are discarded and crossover operation is restarted. The procedure is iterated until semantically different offspring are obtained. Uy et al. (2009) propose the use of semantic to improve the search property of the crossover operator for real-valued symbolic regression problems. The resultant crossover operator called semantic aware crossover (SAC) checks semantic of two sub-trees to be swapped while performing crossover operation. To measure semantics of two subtrees, a random set of points are uniformly selected from the specified set of fitness cases. Two sub-trees are said semantically equivalent if the outputs of these sub-trees on the set of random points are close enough. The SAC improves the semantic diversity of a population by preventing swapping of the semantically equivalent sub-trees during the crossover operation.
Semantic similarity rather than the semantic equivalence is checked in semantic similarity-based crossover (SSC) (Uy et al. 2011) . SSC is an extension of SAC. SSC controls the crossover operation by placing a bound on the semantic distance between two sub-trees (Uy et al. 2011 ). The thought behind implementation of SSC is that the exchange of sub-trees is beneficial if the sub-trees are semantically different, but also not too semantically different. Gustafson et al. (2005) suggested use of dissimilarity and mating to improve GP search for symbolic regression problems. GP search can be improved by minimizing the number of 'no change to fitness' events. Minimizing the number of 'no change to fitness' events would increase the number of unique fitness values in a population and so the diversity of the population. One way to reduce 'no change to fitness' events is by ''preventing mating between two individuals with the same fitness'' (Gustafson et al. 2005) . To achieve this, the selection mechanism is modified in a manner that does not select two individuals with the same fitness values for crossover operation. The ''no same mate selection'' mechanism is tested on symbolic regression problems: quartic and sextic polynomial. Gustafson et al. (2005) concluded that two parents with the same fitness values frequently produce offspring with unchanged fitness upon crossover operation.
Crossover based on context
Majeed and Ryan (2007) proposed a context-aware crossover that implicitly explores the best context of the swapped sub-trees before swapping them. The context-aware crossover works by choosing a random sub-tree from the first selected parent and then placing it at all the possible positions in the second selected parent in a hope to find its best position. All generated offspring are evaluated and the best is selected as a result. The evaluation of all the generated offspring requires an additional computational time. The overall goal behind the design of the context-aware crossover operator is to minimize the destructiveness of the crossover operations and generation of better offspring compared to their parents. The operator is applied on quartic polynomial symbolic regression problem in Majeed and Ryan (2007) .
The soft brood selection crossover (Altenberg 1994 ) selects two parents at random. The 2N offspring are generated by performing N crossover operations. Two best offspring, out of generated offspring, are used in the next generation, remaining are discarded.
The selective crossover operator which identifies a good sub-tree by measuring the impact of a sub-tree to be swapped on the fitness value of the parent tree is proposed by Hengpraprohm and Chongstitvatana (2001) . The impact of the sub-tree is measured by pruning that sub-tree from the parent tree, replacing the sub-tree by a non-operating node, and re-evaluating the fitness of the parent tree. The operator is applied on two problems, artificial ant and robot arm control. Hengpraprohm and Chongstitvatana (2001) concluded that the operator increases the convergence rate of GP by combining good sub-trees from the parents.
Using goodness-of-dimension as secondary objective
Traditional approaches of data-based modeling are based on data (dimensionless values) only and ignore the units of measurements. The dimensionally-aware GP approach for data-based modeling uses data together with their units of measurement Babovic and Keijzer 2000) . The approach uses an extra objective called goodness-of-dimension along with a goodness-of-fit while searching for accurate solutions. The approach aims at evolving more logical and consistent solutions. Keijzer and Babovic (2000) applied dimensionally-aware GP on hydraulic dataset and concluded from the experimental results that the convergence rate of the dimensionallyaware GP is better than standard GP because it uses units of measurement as an additional objective to direct the search process .
Using archive to store best solutions
A new archiving strategy is recommended by Laumanns et al. (2002) to simultaneously achieve convergence and diversity of solutions for multi-objective optimization Empirical modeling using GP 311 problems. To achieve this, an elite preservation operator is introduced that maintains a finite-size archive of the best solutions, found so far. The archive gets updated at every generation. The information stored in the archive is used by the search operator to guide the search in promising areas (Laumanns et al. 2002) . Selection of size of an archive affects the performance of GP. Table 2 presents the approaches for improving convergence speed of GP with their advantages and limitations. It also presents the test problems on which these techniques are tested.
Improving generalization ability of evolved models
Developing a model (solution) from limited number of training data carries a risk of over-fitting. For any ML technique to become trusted, the technique is expected to generate a solution that could achieve similar generalization performance on unseen data as obtained on the training data. By generalizing implicit relationship learned during training phase, the success (scalability) of developed solution can be improved. Thus, generalization ability of the evolved GP models is an important issue and has received attention recently.
Generalization ability of the evolved GP solutions gets affected by two important issues: bloat and over-fitting. Thus, the approaches to improve the generalization ability of the evolved models are classified into: (i) techniques that minimize the evolution of bloated solutions, (ii) techniques that minimize the evolution of over-fitted solutions, (iii) multi-objective optimization techniques, (iv) balanced dataset, and (v) dimensionality reduction. These approaches are shown in Fig. 3 . No method exist to suggest the optimal size of archive for a problem Two-objective knapsack problem 4.1 Issue of bloat and approaches to handle bloat GP researchers observed that the average size of a model increases very rapidly after a certain number of generations, not matched by any corresponding increase in fitness. This phenomenon of an increase in model size without significant return in terms of fitness is known as bloat. The overall size of a model affects its comprehensibility. A large size or complex model than required is of little practical use. A model with positive bloat means the model is larger than it need to be. Bloat has a negative effect on the performance of GP as large size models are computationally expensive to further evolve and are hard to comprehend. Moreover, large size models have inadequate generalization ability (Zȃvoianu 2010) . Different bloat control schemes are used by GP practitioners to control evolution of bloated solutions during GP run. Application of bloat control schemes gives following advantages: (i) produce smaller and interpretable solutions, (ii) reduce the search space to regions where good solutions reside, (iii) reduce resource consumption by reducing space and time required for evolution and evaluation of solutions, and (iv) generates more generalize solutions (generalization of solutions tends to decrease as their size increases). While bloat is well-defined and easily observed phenomenon, there is no common consensus among GP practitioners on why it occurs in GP. Next, we discuss five well known theories concerning the reasons why bloat occurs in GP.
Replication Accuracy Theory (McPhee and Miller 1995) argues that bloated solutions have an advantage in the later stage of evolution. Bloated solutions contain inactive (unused) genetic material, called introns. In the later stage of evolution, during crossover operation, swapping is performed on the inactive genetic material, without affecting effective genetic material of the parents. So, fit solutions with more inactive genetic material are less likely to be disrupted by crossover operations.
Removal Bias Theory (Soule and Foster 1998) is based on the observation that inactive genetic material resides in the lower portion of a tree, thus residing in smaller than average size sub-trees. Crossover operation applied to inactive sub-trees generates offspring that have same fitness as that of their parents. If the size of the inserted subtree is larger than the excised sub-tree, the produced offspring retains fitness of parent but is larger in size than its parent. This effect will increase the average solution size of a population. Modification Point Depth Theory (Luke 2003) extends the removal bias theory by observing that there is a correlation between the depth of the node a genetic operator modifies in parent and fitness of produced offspring.
When using a variable length (tree) individual representation, the same solution can be represented by some long as well as some short individuals. There are more number of ways to represent the same solution using long size individuals compared to short size individuals. Nature of Program Search Space Theory (Langdon and Poli 1998) explains reason for bloat in GP by noticing that when it gets difficult for crossover operator to generate better solutions, selection gets biased towards solutions that have same fitness as their parents. Since there are more number of longer solutions than shorter solutions of the same fitness, over a period of time GP drift towards longer solutions.
Crossover Bias Theory (Poli et al. 2007 ) explains bloat by assuming that the crossover operator on its own does not produce growth or shrinkage in size of the solutions. Repeated application of crossover operations pushes a population towards a particular distribution of tree sizes, where the small size trees have high frequency than the long ones. Since the small size trees are not useful in solving the problem, the large size trees have a selective advantage. Thus, average solution size of a population increases. Different approaches used by GP researchers to overcome the problem of bloat are classified into: (i) code editing, (ii) size and depth limits, (iii) anti-bloat genetic operators, (iv) anti-bloat selection schemes, and (v) operator equalization. Figure 4 presents these approaches.
Code editing
The GP community use code editing/expression simplification approach (Koza 1992) to simplify an evolved solution by removing the redundant code. Code editing can be performed before or after evaluating a solution or at the regular interval (generation). However, Haynes (1998) found that use of this approach can lead to premature convergence. Koza (1992) suggested a method to control the growth of the models by imposing size or depth limits on generated offspring. In this method, after application of a genetic operator, the validity test is performed to check if the generated offspring respects the size and depth limit. If the offspring exceeds one of these limits, it is disposed and the genetic operation returns the best of the selected parents as a result. To estimate the size of a solution, Poli suggested two steps process: (i) find out the minimum possible solution, achievable using the given terminal and function sets and (ii) add a safety margin of 50-200 % to the size of the solution obtained in the previous step. A technique for dynamically adjusting the depth and size limits for solution during a GP run is proposed by Silva and Costa (2009) . The technique is simple to implement and can be combined with other bloat control approaches. Silva and Costa (2009) noted that the efficiency of the technique does not depend on usage of upper limit for size or depth. They tested the technique on four types of problems: symbolic regression, artificial ant, 5-bit even parity and 11-bit boolean multiplexer. They also concluded that the dynamic depth limit scheme produces the accurate and smaller models on all the four problems compared to size limit scheme.
Size and depth limits

Anti-bloat genetic operators
Several efforts are made by GP research community in the design of genetic operators to control the bloat. For example, a size fair crossover approach proposed by Crawford-Marks and Spector (2002) . The difference between the size-fair crossover and normal crossover lies in the selection of the second crossover point. The size of the sub-tree to be deleted from the first parent is used in guiding the selection of the crossover point in the second parent. Thus, the approach applies a restriction on the selection of the crossover points to prevent the growth. Crawford-Marks and Spector (2002) implemented size-fair genetic operators in PushGP system. They tested the approach on three types of problems: symbolic regression (poly-6), even 5 -parity and 6-bit multiplexer. They also concluded that the operators are able to produce parsimonious solutions without any additional computational efforts.
Anti-bloat selection mechanism
Tarpeian technique (Poli 2003) assigns a low fitness value to a fixed portion P of the population having the aboveaverage size, without evaluating fitness of such individuals. Having low fitness value, selection probability of such individuals for genetic operation will be reduced significantly. Poli (2003) applied the technique on two types of Fig. 4 Classification of approaches for controlling evolution of bloated solutions problems: even-10 parity and symbolic regression (poly-10). An important advantage of this technique is that it minimizes the number of evaluations required, which differentiates it from other bloat control techniques. Moreover, the technique does not require a priori knowledge of the size of the potential solutions of a problem. However, the technique becomes excessively aggressive in a situation where P is large. In this case, the technique rejects a largesize individual without considering how much fit it is.
A well-known approach, suggested by Koza (1992) , to control the evolution of bloated solutions is the parsimony pressure. This is the most simplest approach to control bloat. The approach targets to minimize the rate at which average size of solution (model) increases. To achieve this, the approach penalizes fitness (minimizes the selection probability) of a solution based on its size. Each solution k is assigned a new selection fitness f sel(k) = f(k)c 9 s(k), where f(k) is the original fitness, s(k) is the size of k and c is the parsimony coefficient. Selection of the right value of the parsimony coefficient is very important as it decides the intensity with which the bloat is controlled. If the coefficient is set to a very low value, there is no force to minimize the bloat. On the other end, if it is set to a large value, runs will evolve extremely small but inaccurate solutions by neglecting the main goal of optimization of fitness. Choosing the right value of the parsimony coefficient is difficult and the value depends on the problem to be solved. Most people do trial and error to find-out an appropriate value of the parsimony coefficient. Using constant value for the parsimony coefficient can only achieve partial control over average size of solution over a period of time (Poli and McPhee 2008) . Co-variant parsimony pressure approach, a method to dynamically set the value of the parsimony coefficient during an evolutionary run, is proposed by Poli and McPhee (2008) . They applied the approach on two symbolic regression (poly-6 and poly-8) and one boolean (6-Multiplexer) problems and concluded that the method achieves complete control over growth of solutions.
The parsimony pressure selection approach combines two objectives, size and fitness of a solution, into a single objective, whereas multi-objective selection keeps the two objectives separate. Multi-objective selection approaches use the concept of pareto-dominance optimization scheme. In pareto-dominance optimization scheme, an individual X is said to dominate an individual Y if X is as good as Y in all objectives and is better than Y in at least one objective. Pareto-dominance selection scheme generates a set of acceptable trade-off optimal solutions. This set is referred as a Pareto set. A modified tournament selection operator based on pareto dominance is proposed by Ekárt and Németh (2001) . The operator selects a solution only if it is not dominated by a set of randomly chosen solutions. In case of failure, another solution is chosen from a population and its dominance is determined using the same set of solutions. The process is repeated until the operator finds a non-dominated solution.
Operator equalization
Operator equalization (Dignum and Poli 2008) approach controls bloat by biasing a search towards smaller or larger individuals. A user has to specify solution length distribution that she wishes a GP system should use while sampling the solution space. The technique controls shape of solution length histograms during a GP run by probabilistically accepting each newly produced solution based on its length. The technique is applied on two different problems, parity and symbolic regression (ten variables), in Dignum and Poli (2008) . The major benefit of the technique is that the user has complete control to set solution length distribution that she believes can benefit the search, without wasting computational resources to search larger solution space.
Taxonomy of bloat Control Approaches
We produce taxonomy of bloat control approaches using following characteristics: (i) direct/Indirect (tak Zhang 1997): direct approaches control bloat by simplifying the solutions using special operators. The code editing technique is an example of the direct bloat control approach. Indirect approaches control bloat by accepting or rejecting the solutions modified by the genetic operators or selection mechanisms. (ii) Parametric/non-parametric (Silva 2008) : parametric parsimony pressure schemes evaluate the final fitness of an individual using a parametric model comprising of raw fitness and size of an individual. Size/depth limits approach is an example of the parametric bloat control approach. (iii) Adaptive/non-adaptive (tak Zhang 1997): depending on whether the intensity of the parsimony pressure (value of parsimony coefficient) is fixed or vary during a GP run, bloat control approaches are classified into adaptive and non-adaptive. Covariant parsimony pressure is an example of the non-adaptive bloat control approach. (iv) Phase of GP (Silva 2008) : approaches can be classified depending on the phase of GP at which bloat control method is applied. Size/depth limit and anti-bloat genetic operator approaches are applied at the breeding phase of GP. Table 3 presents the taxonomy of bloat control approaches.
Measures of bloat
An amount of bloat is measured based on the relationship between the growth in average length of model and the Empirical modeling using GP 315 average fitness improvement at the current generation compared to respective values at generation zero by Vanneschi et al. (2010) . The measure hypothesized that there is no bloat at generation zero. The amount of bloat is computed by taking the difference of the structural complexity of the evolved solution and the target solution by Schmidt and Lipson (2009) .
Issue of over-fitting and approaches to handle overfitting
The process of developing an unknown model from finite training data carries a risk of excessively fitting a model to the training data. This phenomenon is known as an overfitting in the field of data-based modeling. The over-fitted solution tries to model the noise present in the training data rather than explaining the whole training data. The overfitted models have characteristics of low training and high generalization errors. Different approaches used by the practitioners to avoid an evolution of the over-fitted models are: (i) interval arithmetic, (ii) partitioning dataset, (iii) reducing complexity of models, (iv) ''linear scaling'' with ''no same mate'' selection, and (v) ensemble of heterogeneous models. These approaches are presented in Fig. 5 An over-fitting measure of a GP system is given by Vanneschi et al. (2010) . The measure uses training fitness and test fitness values of a population for calculating the amount of over-fitting for a generation. The proposed idea is based on following rules: (i) if the test fitness is better than the training fitness, then there is no over-fitting (ii) if the test fitness is better than the best test fitness, found so far, then there is no over-fitting (iii) otherwise, the amount of over-fitting is computed by taking the difference of distance between the training and the test fitness values at current generation and the distance between the training and the test fitness values at the generation where the best model has been discovered ). However, the measure has following limitation: the calculation of the measure highly depends on how the training and the test dataset are selected ).
Interval arithmetic
It is important to make sure that the evolved GP models do not produce randomly high or low values for the input data points which are part of test dataset and not included in training dataset. It is highly desirable that the evolved GP models do not have an undefined (asympotatic, infinity) behavior in their output range at unseen input data points. Usually protected operators (functions) are used to avoid an undefined behavior of the evolved model at unseen input data points. For example, division by zero or taking square root of a negative number may produce an undefined behavior. Three different approaches preferred by the practitioners to avoid the situation are: (i) use of ad-hoc values to avoid the undefined behavior, proposed by Koza (1992) , (ii) removal of the evolved model, that has an undefined behavior, from the population, and (iii) restricting the function set to contain only those functions that do not produce any undefined behavior.
The use of the first two approaches ensures the evolution of well-behaved models on the training dataset, but it is still possible that the evolved models may have the undefined behavior on data-points that are not covered by the training dataset. Keijzer (2003) integrated interval arithmetic in GP to evolve reliable models that do not have the undefined behavior in their output range, both for training and unseen dataset. Kotanchek et al. (2007) also used interval arithmetic to avoid the evolution of over-fitted models which carries risk of empirical modeling.
The method calculates the output bound recursively for every node (function) of a model, given the bounds of the input arguments. The models comprising nodes having undefined values for output bound are identified and can be removed from the population. Interval arithmetic is used by Stinstra et al. (2006) in pareto simulated annealing based Operator equalisation In-direct Parametric Non-adaptive Breeding symbolic regression to ensure evolution of robust solutions for six-hump-camel-back function. The approach rejects undesirable solutions without evaluating fitness of such solutions. However, the approach does not produce narrow bound on the output range of solutions during evolution, limiting its applicability. Affine arithmetic can be used to overcome this limitation.
Partitioning dataset
Hold-out method divides the available data into two disjoint datasets: training and test (Gagné et al. 2006; Zȃvoianu 2010) . The training dataset is used to evolve a model and the test dataset is used to approximate the generalization ability of an evolved model. The over-fitted models can be easily identified by the fact that they reveal very good fitness on the training dataset but poor fitness on the test dataset. N-fold cross validation method divides the available data into N disjoint parts. Model training will be done N times, each time using N -1 parts as the training data and the remaining part as the test data (Zȃvoianu 2010) . N-fold cross validation approach is not suited for GP because for each of N training run, GP can induce a different model. To use GP for data-based modeling, a preferable approach is to divide the available data into three parts: training dataset, validation dataset, and test dataset. The training dataset is used to evaluate the fitness of the models during the evolutionary process. The validation dataset is used to find out the over-fitted models from the evolved models and useful in selection phase of the evolutionary process. The test dataset is used to estimate the generalization error of the selected models on unseen data. A number of researchers (Gagné et al. 2006; Zȃvoianu 2010; Schmidt and Lipson 2009) applied three data set approach on Binary classification (Breast cancer, Spam e-mail, German credit approval, Ionosphere radar signal) and randomly generated symbolic regression problems to distinguish between the over-fitted and the exact models.
Reducing complexity of models
A large size or complex model than required is of a little practical use and hard to interpret. This fact is also reflected in Occam's Razor principle, which says that between models of comparable quality, simpler model is selected over the complex one. To reduce the over-fitting and improve interpretability of the evolved models, the evolutionary process must control the complexity of the models and should favor simpler models during evolution. The complexity of an evolved GP model can be measured in genotype space or in phenotype space. In general, measuring the complexity in one space is equivalent to measuring it in another space. However, for some problem classes this is not true and for such problems measuring phenotypic complexity is preferred by GP research community. Different kinds of complexities associated with every model are: (i) structural complexity of a model, which emphasis on compactness of the genotype and (ii) behavioral complexity of a model, which emphasis on smoothness of the phenotype (Vladislavleva et al. 2009 ). Next, we discuss the measures, used by GP practitioners, for calculating the structural and the behavioral complexity of a solution.
Structural complexity
Following measures are used by GP practitioners to measure the structural complexity of a solution (Vladislavleva et al. 2009 ): (i) number of nodes in a tree, (ii) number of levels in a tree, (iii) minimum description length, and (iv) expressional complexity of a model, determined by the sum of the number of nodes in all sub-trees of a given model. Compact and interpretable models can be generated by optimizing both the structural complexity and the goodness of fit. Vladislavleva et al. (2009) applied expressional complexity measure on nine symbolic regression problems. Parsimony pressure approach is suggested by Gagné et al. (2006) to reduce the complexity of the models and thus to improve the generalization ability of the models. The approach uses size of a solution as a secondary objective. The approach favors simpler solutions compared to complex solutions by presuming that complex solutions are evolved due to inclusion of specific features (over-fitting) of the training data set.
Behavioral complexity
Many GP researchers believe that the issue of over-fitting is linked with the functional complexity of a solution. Functional complexity of a solution is measured by computing the solution's behavior (output) over possible input space. The regularization (Nikolaev and Iba 2001) approach minimizes the risk of over-fitting the training dataset by penalizing the fitness of a solution based on size of polynomial. However, many researchers have considered the behavior complexity as a separate objective (Vladislavleva et al. 2009 ). They tried to optimize two-objectives, behavior complexity and numerical accuracy, to evolve solutions with smoother polynomials. A functional complexity measure referred as an order of nonlinearity of a model (solution), to favor smooth behavior of response surface and to deject highly nonlinear (unstable) behavior, is proposed by Vladislavleva et al. (2009) . The order of nonlinearity of a model is measured by approximating the minimal degree of a polynomial necessary to approximate the model. The idea behind the proposed measure is that the over-fitted model is approximated by a polynomial of high degree due to high oscillation in its behavior (Stinstra et al. 2006) . Thus, the measure can be used to compare the behavior of the response surfaces of different models. Vladislavleva et al. (2009) compared performance of two complexity measures, behavioral and expressional complexity of a solution, on nine symbolic regression problems. They noted from the results that the models produced with behavioral complexity as a secondary objective have better extrapolative performance compared to the models produced using expressional complexity as a secondary objective.
''Linear scaling'' with ''no same mate'' selection
Costelloe and Ryan (2009) experimentally concluded that GP with linear scaling may perform better compared to standard GP on training data, but the technique does not generalize well on the test data. They proposed to combine ''no same mate'' selection with linear scaling to improve the generalization ability of the evolved GP solutions. They tested the approach on artificial and real world (evolving pleasing musical sequence) symbolic regression problems (Costelloe and Ryan 2009 ).
Using ensemble of heterogeneous models
It is important to make sure that the evolved models do not have an undefined behavior in their output at new regions of input parameter space. Kotanchek et al. (2007) proposed an assembly (averaging the output) of diverse homogeneous models to improve prediction accuracy. They (Kotanchek et al. 2007 ) used following strategies to generate robust (accurate and not over-fitted) and diverse models: (i) using different function sets, (ii) executing independent runs, and (iii) using different subset of training dataset for each generation within a single evolution (Kotanchek et al. 2007 ). The advantage of these strategies is that the whole data set is used for model development compared to the traditional approach of dividing the data set into training, test and validation subsets to mitigate risk of over-fitting. Kotanchek et al. (2007) tested the approach on real world symbolic regression problem and noted that ensemble of the selected models produced accurate predictions. However, usage and relative importance of the mentioned strategies for producing diverse models are open issues.
Averaging the output of heterogeneous models to improve the classification accuracy of a classifier ensemble is proposed in Wichard (2006) . Selection of models for the final ensemble is based on validation rounds and classification error of models. Wichard (2006) tested the approach on five binary classification problems (ADA, GINA, HIVA, NOVA, SYLVA datasets) (Guyon et al. 2006 ).
Multi-objective optimization
Real-world problems frequently demand to satisfy multiple and conflicting objectives. For example, finding vehicle that can travel maximum distance in a day while consuming least energy is a multi-objective optimization problem (Ngatchou et al. 2005) . The aim of multi-objective optimization is to produce a set of acceptable trade-off optimal solutions. From this set, the decision maker can select the best model. Two different approaches available to solve the multi-objective optimization problems are: (i) classical approaches and (ii) contemporary approaches. Figure 6 presents classification of these approaches.
Classical approaches
Classical approaches convert multiple objectives into a single objective. The conversion of multiple objectives into a single objective is done either by aggregating all the objectives in a weighted function or optimizing one objective and considering others as constraints. First classical approach, named weighted aggregation, converts the multi-objective optimization problem into a single objective optimization problem by applying a weighted function to an objective vector. It requires knowledge of relative importance of different objectives a priori. The knowledge is useful in assigning weights to different objectives. In the absence of such knowledge, selection of weights can be problematic. Dynamic Weighted Aggregation (DWA) (Jin et al. 2001 ) overcomes this problem by incrementally changing the weights for different objectives during the optimization process. This allows the algorithm to search through all points of Pareto front. Second classical approach, named constraint, solves the multi-objective optimization problem by optimizing one objective and treating the other objectives as constraints bounded by some allowable range i (Coello 1998) . The approach generates the optimal set of solutions by solving the problem for different values of i :
However, the classical approaches have following limitations: (i) require a priori preferential information about the objectives, (ii) the aggregated function produces a single solution, and (iii) trade-off between the objectives cannot be assessed easily (Ngatchou et al. 2005) .
Contemporary approaches
These approaches seek for simultaneous optimization of individual objectives compared to single objective optimization of aggregation-based techniques. Contemporary approaches are classified into: (i) non-pareto based approaches and (ii) Pareto based approaches. Difference between two lies in the fact that the latter approach uses pareto-ranking of the models to find out the probability of replication of a model.
Vector Evaluated Genetic Algorithm (VEGA) (Schaffer 1985 ) is a non-Pareto based approach. The selection scheme of VEGA partitions the whole population into as many equal size sub-parts as there are objectives. The selection of the fittest individuals for each objective from these sub-parts is performed. The drawback of VEGA is that it generates models which are optimal in one of the objectives and not truly pareto optimal. The problem of assigning ranks, based on fitness values, to individuals of a population in multi-objective GA is discussed in Bentley and Wakefield (1996) . Bentley and Wakefield (1996) proposed three ranking methods based on concepts 'range independence of objectives' and 'importance of objectives' to evolve pareto optimal solutions in multi-objective GA.
They compared these methods with other standard ranking methods on five test problems. Pareto based approaches use sorting/ranking of nondominated solutions along with a niching mechanism to avoid premature convergence (Coello 1998; Ngatchou et al. 2005) . The fitness of a solution is determined by its dominance in the population. The niching mechanism is used to maintain the diversity among solutions of a population. Pareto based techniques to solve the multi-objective optimization problems can be differentiated by the way fitness value of a solution is calculated. These techniques are: (i) Multi Objective Genetic Algorithm (MOGA) (Fonseca and Fleming 1993) which calculates fitness of a solution based upon the number of other solutions it dominates (ii) Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm (NSGA) (Srinivas and Deb 1994) which classifies a population on the basis of non-dominance before applying selection step (iii) Niched Pareto Genetic Algorithm (NPGA) (Horn et al. 1994 ) which applies tournament selection scheme based on pareto dominance. NPGA is computationally faster than other techniques since selection step is applied only to a subset of a population. (iv) Strength Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm (SPEA) (Zitzler and Thiele 1999) which uses an external archive to maintain non-dominated solutions found in previous generations. Fitness of a solution depends on the solutions stored in an external archive. (v) Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm-II (NSGA-II) (Deb et al. 2000) , a faster version of NSGA, uses the elitism to prevent the loss of the best found solutions. (vi) Pareto Archived Evolution Strategy (PAES) (Knowles and Corne 2000) applies local search for the creation of new candidate solutions but uses the solutions stored in an archive to evaluate the quality of the newly created solutions.
Balanced dataset
A training dataset is referred as an imbalanced if the data points are not uniformly distributed over input space. Three measures, kappa, gamma and delta, are suggested by Harmeling et al. (2006) to detect the outliers in high dimensional dataset. Kappa detects outliers based on distance to the kth nearest neighbor. Gamma is a refinement of kappa and considers average distance to kth nearest neighbor. Delta considers length of average direction to k nearest neighbors and is useful to find cluster of points (Harmeling et al. 2006 ). These measures can be used to convert an imbalanced training dataset into a balanced dataset. This balanced dataset is then used to evolve generalized models.
Dimensionality reduction
Selection of relevant input variables from a large set of candidate input variables is very important in data-based modeling. It is desirable that the evolved models should have limited number of input variables. By limiting the number of input variables, the robustness of the evolved models can be increased. Fitness inheritance scheme for feature (variable) selection is proposed by Smits et al. (2005) to build the robust models. The fitness inheritance scheme uses the credit distribution approach to identify the essential (important) variables. The credit distribution approach distributes the fitness of a model in equal proportions to all input variables present in that model. The sum of all these contributions for each input variable over the entire population is used to identify the important and relevant variables. Smits et al. (2005) applied fitness inheritance scheme in paretoGP on inferential sensors dataset. The drawback of the approach is that it requires an extra computational time. Table 4 presents the approaches for improving generalization ability of evolved solutions with their advantages and limitations. Table 4 also presents the problems solved using these approaches.
Improving scalability of GP algorithm
Traditional GP builds solutions (models) by using primitive set of functions and terminals. An extension to this approach allows use of modules in forming the solutions. The modules in turn are defined by using the primitive set of functions and terminals. Use of modules in building complex solutions provides benefits of incorporation of a prior knowledge in the evolutionary search and reuse of already found simpler solutions. Different approaches suggested by the researchers to improve the scalability of GP to solve complex empirical modeling problems are: (i) automatically defined functions (ADF) (Koza 1992) , (ii) module acquisition (MA) (Angeline and Pollack 1993), (iii) adaptive representation (AR) (Rosca 1995) , (iv) designing solution (individual) representation scheme that can support building of hierarchical models, and (v) seeding of expert knowledge. Figure 7 presents these approaches. Koza (1992) proposed a program structure that has several functional branches, called ADF, and one main branch. Every ADF has a fixed number of arguments. The main branch calls the ADFs and generates the end result. GP has to evolve both the ADFs and main branch of an individual. The genetic operators are applied to both the ADFs and the main branch of an individual. However, changes made by the genetic operator in either the ADFs or the main branch of an individual can produce offspring having the drastic change in their behavior compared to their parents. Koza (1995) also proposed six architecture-altering operations to evolve an architecture of an overall program during a GP run. These operations are: branch duplication, argument duplication, branch deletion, argument deletion, branch creation and argument creation. The combination of architecture-altering operations and ADFs provides a way to evolve a hierarchical solution of a multi-part problem (Koza 1995) . The major limitation of ADF approach is that the user has to specify the structure of an individual before starting a GP run. The user need to specify the details like number of function branches and number of arguments required by each branch. Every solution in a population has the same structure, limiting the efficiency of GP in exploring other solution structures.
Automatically defined functions (ADF)
Module acquisition
Module acquisition (MA) approach is proposed by Angeline and Pollack (1993) to protect desirable partial solutions. A module is a function with a unique name. MA approach defines a module by randomly selecting a subtree from an individual and cutting a branch of the selected sub-tree. The compression operator is applied on the selected branch for creating a new module. The created module is added to the genetic library and can be called by other individuals of a population. MA approach provides following benefits compared to ADF: (i) expressiveness of base language is increased by adding modules to genetic library and (ii) the genetic material of the modules becomes frozen and can not be changed by the genetic operators until the modules are decompressed. The main advantage of the approach is that it reduces the time required for evolving the optimal solution and allows reuse of the partial solutions to build a complete solution for the problem. Angeline and Pollack (1993) tested the approach on artifical ant problem. Both module acquisition (MA) and adaptive representation (AR) approaches can discover useful functions automatically, without user supplied program structure. The difference lies in the algorithms used for function discovery and the way function library is managed.
Adaptive representation (AR)
AR uses a bottom-up approach to evolve a hierarchy of functions (modules) that are useful to form a solution of a problem. In contrast to ADF approach, which evaluates fitness of whole individual, AR evaluates fitness of blocks to make an informed search for finding prominent blocks. An extended version of AR, called Adaptive Representation through Learning (ARL) which uses differential fitness and block activation mechanisms to find prominent blocks is proposed by Rosca (1995) . Rosca (1995) define differential fitness as the difference between fitness values of an individual and its parent's. Block activation is defined as the number of times a block of code is executed during evaluation of an individual. ARL adapts the problem representation by extending the terminal set T, and the function set F with the evolved set of prominent blocks S t . The set S t extends the problem representation in an adaptive Fig. 7 Classification of approaches for improving scalability of GP algorithm manner to represent common knowledge that emerges during the evolutionary process. Elements of S t are chosen from blocks having high block activation values. Elements of S t can vary from one generation to another. Rosca (1995) tested ARL approach for controlling an agent in dynamic environment (Pac-Man problem).
5.4
Designing solution representation to build hierarchical model
Multi-gene
GEP (Ferreira 2002) has adapted multi-gene individual representation, inspired from the principal of evolution in nature, solutions to complex problems can be built up incrementally from simpler elements (Li et al. 2005) . Ferreira (2002) tested GEP on symbolic regression problems and argued that multi-genic representation is more efficient than uni-genic. Use of linking function in GEP allows construction of complex and hierarchical solutions from smaller building blocks.
Single-gene
The genotype-phenotype mapping scheme of GEP does not ensure that the levels of functional complexity in the phenotype are also reflected in genotype. Therefore, a new linear genotype representation scheme in prefix notation is proposed by P-GEP (Li et al. 2005) . The genotype-phenotype mapping mechanism of P-GEP follows the convention of prefix notation. Use of prefix notation for genotype representation allows forming of natural hierarchical solutions by putting contiguous sub-structure components.
Seeding expert knowledge
A prior knowledge of solutions to simpler problems could be reused by GP in solving complex empirical modeling problems. Schmidt and Lipson (2009) defined seeding as '' reuse of a prior knowledge solution by introducing all or any part of its encoding into the population during an evolutionary run''. The advantage of using seeding in an evolutionary run is that the algorithm does not have to reinvent past knowledge from scratch over and over. Langdon and Nordon (2000) used seeding as a good starting point of GP run for evolving generalized solutions for unseen dataset. FINCH (Fertile Darwinian Bytecode Harvester) (Orlov and Sipper 2011) is a system that can be used to evolve unrestricted Java programs. FINCH also create initial population by seeding clones of a Java program to evolve Java byte code.
Following approaches for seeding are proposed in Schmidt and Lipson (2009) : (i) approximate solution seed approach, which injects exact copies of approximate solutions in the initial population. The evolution process uses seeded approximate solutions, if it found them useful, in building a final model. The drawback of this approach is that evolutionary search may get trapped into local optima, if the seeded approximate solutions are local optimum. (ii) Shuffled solution approach injects shuffled sub-expressions of the approximate solution. Seeding of these shuffled solutions is useful in case where the approximate solution is a local optimum. Shuffling of sub-expressions is achieved by randomly selecting and swapping two subtrees from a solution tree. Although this approach reduces the chances of the evolutionary search to get trapped into a local optima, random shuffles of sub-expressions may destroy important parts of the approximate solution. (iii) Injecting building blocks of approximate solution approach injects individual parts (sub-expressions) of the approximate solution. These parts are called building blocks. The approach presumed that it is easy to reuse individual parts of the solution rather than the entire solution. Schmidt and Lipson (2009) tested these approaches on randomly generated symbolic regression problems and concluded that models produced by injecting the building blocks of the approximate solution seeding approach has the least amount of bloat compared to models generated using other seeding approaches. However, the amount of incorporation of domain knowledge depends on the problem type. Sometimes, introduction of useless domain knowledge to GP may make search of optimal solution difficult. Table 5 presents the approaches for improving scalability of GP with their advantages, limitations and solved problems.
6 Improving efficiency of constant creation methods Koza (1992) noted that it is highly unlikely that initial constants will appear as it is in the final model. Instead, initial constants are mingled together by arithmetic operations to produce useful ones. Finding the appropriate values for constants of a model is a challenging task. Constants can be used to fine-tune the evolved models. There are two approaches available for constant creation (Lopes and Weinert 2004; Ferreira 2003) : (i) creating constants from scratch (constant creation can be an integral part of GP algorithm) and (ii) an explicit list of constants can be provided to be a part of an individual. Figure 8 presents these approaches.
Creating constants from scratch
This approach does not use an explicit list of constants, rather it lets GP algorithm to find the constants. Ferreira (2003) Empirical modeling using GP 323 applied this approach on three problems: function with integer constants, function with floating point constants and sunspot time series. She concluded that by using this approach for constants creation in GEP (Ferreira 2003) : (a) highly accurate models can be evolved and (b) the search space of solutions (models) is reduced, which helps in faster evolution of the optimal models.
Explicit use of numeric constants
This approach for constant creation uses an explicit list or range of numerical constants as part of terminal set in GP. Langdon (1998) suggested to choose constant value for a solution from an initial fixed set of constants, generated using tangent distribution. An additional domain D c after the tail of a gene is added to adapt constants in genes of GEP. The overall concept behind all constant optimization techniques is that a little change to the value of a constant (terminal) will lead to a little change in overall fitness of a model. These little changes are likely to be less disruptive than larger changes.
Constant mutation techniques
Two basic constant mutation techniques, namely, creep mutation and random mutation are proposed by Ryan and Keijzer (2003) . Creep or local mutation is a stepwise mutation that allows only small changes to the value of a constant, whereas random mutation selects a new random value uniformly from the defined range. Analysis of effect of four different types of constant mutation techniques (no mutation, creep, 50 % creep and 50 % random and random) on real symbolic regression problems is done by Ryan and Keijzer (2003) . They concluded that the random mutation performs better than all other techniques (Ryan and Keijzer 2003) . Effectiveness of five different constant creation techniques (creep mutation on best individuals, random mutation on best individuals, creep mutation for first a % generations, random mutation for first a % generations, and random mutation for generations at intervals) for GEP are proposed and investigated by Li et al. (2004) on symbolic regression problems. They concluded that the constant creation technique employed on entire population for selected number of generations perform better than techniques employed only to the best individuals (Li et al. 2004 ).
Local search operator
Researchers have attempted to aggregate different stochastic techniques (Hill climbing and Simulated Annealing) to GP to help in finding useful constants. For example, a combination of simulated annealing and GP is proposed by Anna-Alcazar (Esparcia-Alcazar and Sharman 1997) for optimizing extra parameters (node gains). They applied the hybrid GP/SA approach to solve the equalization of a noisy communication Lopes and Weinert (2004) to fine tune constants of an evolved model. The operator works in two steps: (i) the operator seeks for a constant starting from the leftmost gene to the rightmost gene of a model (ii) once it finds a constant, the operator modifies the current value of the constant by slightly incrementing or decrementing the value.
Two fitness values of a model, before and after application of the operator, are compared. If the fitness value gets improved after the modification done in the current value of the constant, the modification is kept otherwise operation is undone (Lopes and Weinert 2004) . Thus, the operator intelligently fine tunes the values of constants of a model. However, the applicability of the approach is limited due to its large computing cost. The approach is tested on five symbolic regression problems in Lopes and Weinert (2004) .
Linear scaling
Concept of linear scaling is proposed by Keijzer (2003) to help GP algorithm to evolve a model with desired shape. Scaling is applied prior to evaluation of models to promote models that have an overall shape of target function. However, the method is useful to find values of constants only when the evolved models are approximately linearly related to their corresponding target functions. The approach is tested in combination with interval arithmetic on symbolic regression problems in Keijzer (2003) .
Hybrid system
A hybrid system, named GA-P, for optimizing constants is proposed by Howard and D'Angelo (1995) . The system applies GP for finding a model structure and GA for finding values of constants. The system runs a separate optimization loop inside the main GP to optimize the values of constants of a model. Table 6 presents different approaches for constant creation with their advantages and limitations. Table 6 also presents the problems on which these techniques are tested.
Types of problems, performance measures and factors affecting performance
The modeler (experimenter) has to select many factors while using GP for solving empirical modeling problems. For example, selection of test environment, selection of performance measures, selection of GP parameters, and reporting of the results.
Problem types
Following features are used by Jin et al. (2000) to classify the test problems: (i) problem scale-problems are classified into large, medium, and small categories based on dimensionality (number of variables) of the problem (ii) nonlinearity in the behavior-problems are classified into lower- Empirical modeling using GP 325 order nonlinear and higher-order nonlinear (iii) noisy versus smooth behavior. They classify the test problems to compare the performance of four meta-modeling techniques on different classes of problems.
Performance measures
Proper selection of performance measures is very critical for evaluating the performance of GP and gathering comprehensive experimental results. These measures get affected by independent variables like implementation of GP algorithm and test environment. The performance measures are categorized into following three classes by Barr et al. (1995) : (i) quality of solutions (expressed by fitness function), (ii) computational effort, and (iii) robustness.
Generally, solution quality is expressed by fitness function and represents effectiveness of an algorithm. Computational or search efforts can be measured in terms of the number of evaluations or the CPU time required and presents efficiency or speed of an algorithm. The measures of solution quality and computational effort can be combined to identify performance of an algorithm in a single run (Eiben and Jelasity 2002; Eiben and Smit 2011) . For example, (i) if the maximum run time (computational effort) is set a priori, then the performance of an algorithm is measured by the best fitness at the termination. (ii) if the optimal solution is known a priori or a criterion for sufficient solution quality is set a priori, then the algorithm's performance is measured by the number of fitness evaluation required to attain it (iii) if the maximum run time and the optimal solution are set a priori then the performance is measured by the success or failure of an algorithm to attain a defined fitness level within a fixed time.
To have fair approximation of the performance of an algorithm, experimenter (modeler) has to run the algorithm on the same problem for multiple times. Following measures are used by researchers to fairly approximates the performance of an algorithm by aggregating the performance measures over a number of runs. Different performance measures are presented in Fig. 9 . SR and MBF measures reflect the performance of an algorithm within a fixed run time. If it is possible to specify when a candidate solution is satisfactory, AES measure is preferred. Plotting of fitness values against a number of generation is a preferable measure of the algorithm speed for comparing performance of two algorithms in cases where it is not possible to specify the quality of satisfactory solution a priori.
Robustness of an algorithm is measured by the variance in its performance caused by changes made in different factors. Factors affecting the robustness of an algorithm are discussed in Barr et al. (1995) and Eiben and Smit (2011) . These factors are: (i) type and size of a problem-measuring variance in the performance of an algorithm by changing the size and type of problem instance (ii) algorithm's parameter values-measuring variance in the performance of an algorithm by making small changes in parameter setting. An algorithm that has the least variance in performance over changes made to these factors is preferable.
Factors affecting performance of GP
The performance of GP gets affected by following factors (Barr et al. 1995; Eiben and Jelasity 2002) : (i) type of problem, (ii) GP parameters setting, and (iii) test environment. The number of dimensions and the order of nonlinearity of a problem may affect the performance of GP. GP parameters like population size, number of generations, crossover rate, mutation rate, selection strategy, method for generating an initial population, and crossover type may affect the performance of GP. Hardware environment factors like number of processors, speed of processors, and memory size as well as software environment factors like operating system type and compiler settings can also affect the performance of GP.
Summary and conclusions
We presented five critical issues which require attention while applying GP for solving empirical modeling problems. These issues are efficiency, premature convergence, generalization ability of evolved model, scalability of GP, and constant creation techniques. The discussion on the issues would be useful to GP practitioners to understand key concepts, identify problems, and their causes and effects on the performance of GP. We surveyed different approaches used by GP practitioners to tackle these issues. We then grouped these approaches according to the issue they try to address or solve. We presented advantages, limitations, and types of problems solved using each of these approaches. GP system designer should take into consideration the advantages and limitations of each of these approaches that we have presented for selection of suitable approach to solve a particular issue effectively. We also presented the taxonomy of bloat control schemes. The taxonomy would be useful to practitioners to position new proposals in to the existing literature and for comparison of existing bloat control approaches. The discussion on different performance measures of GP would be useful to report the results of analysis of GP runs. A comparative analysis of different approaches is necessary before selecting the best approach, aimed to solve a particular issue. Moreover, selection of the best approach to tackle each of these issues is problem dependent. The selection depends on a type, a prior knowledge and complexity of the problem. The selected approach should be insensible to the selection of GP parameters and genetic operators. The analysis of effect of combining different approaches to tackle multiple issues should be analyzed. The combined approach may perform better or worst than either approach alone. Future work on hybridization of different approaches to improve performance, generalization, and scalability of GP system is highly promising.
However, the following questions related to the mentioned issues still need to be answered and deserve future research: Which GP representation is useful to effectively search entire solution space? Which type of crossover operator one should use to improve the convergence rate of GP for a particular class of problems? Is it possible to combine different bloat control approaches to improve the performance? Which of the two, bloat and functional complexity of a solution, has strong relationship with over-fitting? Does modularity improve the scalability of GP to solve complex problems? For what classes of problems modularity would be helpful in building modular and hierarchical solutions? Which constant creation approach is efficient and discovers accurate values for constants of a solution? Although this work is obviously not exhaustive, it provides deeper understanding of concepts and a good starting point to conduct future research in this domain. We hope that the work would be useful to the experimenter to decide on what issues are important to consider, alternative approaches to solve these issues, and way to report results while using GP for solving empirical modeling problems.
